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Abstract 
 
 Throughout the pages of my thesis, I comprehensively analyze the processes, intentions, 
and production of my thesis film Stay Woke. My examination will exhaustively probe every 
stage of the film from development to preproduction to production to postproduction and 
beyond. Individual aspects of this process including writing, casting, locations, production 
design, cinematography, directing, budgeting, scheduling, and postproduction workflows will 
be detailed. As I make elaborations in each section, I will explain my learning experiences from 
each days new tasks, challenges, and lessons. All of these things will be framed with regards to 
the overall goal and themes of the film. 
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Chapter 1. Story 
 
Introduction 
 
If stuck on a deserted island with only one movie, anyone who knows Langston Williams 
would tell you that I would bring the movie Saw. I have long been a fan and enthusiast of the 
horror genre. I spent two long years simply waiting for the opportunity to make my own horror 
piece. As I entered the class Writing the Thesis Script, I finally set out writing what would be my 
first big horror piece to put my foot in the door of the horror scene. However, the summer 
following this class brought something scarier than my horror thesis script, Blink – real life. 
That summer, America watched in horror and outrage as Alton Sterling, Philando Castile, 
Terence Crutcher, and Keith Lamont Scott were all killed at the hands of the very people that 
we depend upon to protect us, the police. 
If I back track a bit and were to introduce myself, I would probably mention that I have 
always been one to champion a cause or be the voice of the people. The irony of this is that it 
contradicts who I am inside. I am the guy that always wants to be different and always plays 
devil’s advocate. This would cause you to think that I would be on a side other than the 
people’s side, but I really think that if I am outspoken all the time, some of the time it will seem 
as if I am speaking up for some group. I have just been lucky enough to have my stances get 
accepted by many in a lot of cases. 
In undergrad at Southern University, I took on numerous leadership positions in many 
organizations, and I participated and won many pageants from my great question‐and‐answer 
portion responses. I was the student body vice president my junior year during which I took on 
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the administration and many other entities that had conflicting interests with the student body. 
Such battles included the fight to retain the student section at football games when the 
administration wanted to sell the seats to balance out school funds after budget cuts; the battle 
to get better dining hall options, hours, and conditions on campus; and the battle to keep 
Southern University from merging with other universities. 
My upbringing and circumstances have often found me to be the odd one out, the 
outlier, and the loner. I grew up in a racist Mississippi, but attended private schools for 
elementary school in which I was the only African American for a number of years. Because I 
was raised well by my parents, I was able to not fall into any negative African American 
stereotypes allowing me to fit in with my white peers. However, my fitting in did not stop me 
from hearing frequent racist commentary even from children who often gave the disclaimer 
that what they said did not apply to me because I was different from other black people. My 
parents taught me to be colorblind in the treatment of others; and they also went the extra 
mile to reinforce my knowledge of African American heritage so I would never be completely 
whitewashed despite my school surroundings. The result was the creation of a young black 
child who had radically different thoughts from those around him but was respectful of others 
despite their views. Even early on, I tried to understand both sides of an argument, but I often 
ended up walking on egg shells.  
After my parents’ separation, I moved to Louisiana and attended predominately African 
American schools for the next many years. Having spent so many years being the only Black kid 
surrounded by whites, I again found myself being an outlier struggling to fit in because of my 
previous years. At this point, I began getting a crash course in the African American experience 
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whereas previously, my parents just taught me about it. The result was that I was able to see 
both sides of many race debates. 
 Jumping back to the present, here at the peak of my studies at the University of New 
Orleans, despite spending a semester working on a horror concept, I decided to undertake as 
my thesis a racially charged and highly relevant drama that I felt could not be made at any 
other time. I believe the story is one that speaks to who I am at the core, an activist that is 
never silent on topics of importance that I have strong views about. Although, I must point out 
that when I envision myself as a filmmaker, I don’t see my career being filled with a long list of 
films like Stay Woke. However, I do see myself having a film in response to many topics of 
relevance over the years, and this topic is one of importance that I am in a position to speak on.  
Fortunately, I think my film has a very specific audience in the African American cinema 
arena, but the racially and conflict-charged story could easily appeal to more than that. While I 
find it hard not to compare my film to the films of my peers, in many ways I feel they are not 
my competition. Stay Woke is very much in a lane of its own with a social justice agenda with 
my own personal opinions impressed upon it. 
Another large element of Stay Woke to touch upon later is the episodic plot style. I have 
had a long interest in episodic plot stories. This was my opportunity to examine episodic plot 
stories because I was trying to create a film containing multiple protagonists. I had a lot to learn 
because there have been some multiple protagonist films in the past that fell flat, and even 
fewer multiple protagonist films successfully pulled off this storytelling device.  
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I have a duty to my heritage to focus some on the African American cinema genre. In the 
African American community, there are certain movies that you get criticized for not seeing. 
We often refer to them as “Black movies.” Sadly, I have gotten much criticism because I had not 
seen many of these movies until recently. With my current film trained eye, I tend to think a lot 
of them are not that great. They are usually extremely melodramatic and play to every negative 
stereotype. However, the ones that are most successful are the ones that successfully appeal to 
more than just the originally targeted audience. Some directors have managed to make films in 
this genre well, and their work is worth studying. Most of these films are low budget or 
independently produced, which will be the realm I will be operating in upon graduation. 
With regards to my journey through the film program specifically here at UNO, I believe 
the first big milestone to mention is the completion of my second qualifying project. The faculty 
called me in after viewing my qualifying project, The Spy Who Drugged Me, and told me that 
the general consensus of the faculty was that I should part ways with the program because it 
was not benefitting me. I have never been much of a quitter and opposition drives me to 
perform even better. Although I felt such criticism was harsh on a person who had not an ounce 
of film knowledge prior to entering the program, it stung even more because in my eyes, there 
was a great improvement from my first qualifying project to my second. Nevertheless, I was 
told that I probably should have submitted my first 3-2-1, The Bro Code, because the second 
one showed a decline in skill. This was very confusing to me because I had put a lot more time 
and planning into the second one, which came out better visually. The lighting was vastly 
superior. It even made me happy that none of the professors made a comment about the audio 
because all of my audio was created in post via foley and ADR. Nevertheless, my professors 
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were not pleased. Personally, I thought I was capable of making a better film than both of my 3-
2-1-s, but I could not do so in three minutes or less. 
The moment of reckoning came in my second year of the program when I had the much 
awaited chance to make an eight-page film. The topic of choice was one close to home. The 
story of a boy raised in a single-parent home. This was very much my life. However, I chose to 
take a different approach and tell the story through the father’s eyes. Even though I now cringe 
every time I watch my film, Heritage, I knew that after this film I had earned my keep. More 
importantly, I found my voice as a filmmaker. I now had an identity, a purpose, and a path that I 
could potentially follow for my thesis film. 
Inspiration 
We live in the post-Rodney King era, and after George Zimmerman picked up a gun and 
murdered an innocent teenager, we can say we live in the post-Trayvon Martin era. A lot has 
changed. Things are substantially different and everything that happens with regards to 
treatment of African Americans is framed in reference to Trayvon Martin. I’ve had an interest in 
this subject matter since my arrival at UNO. I came to UNO shortly before the killing of Mike 
Brown and the inception of the Black Lives Matter movement. I have watched it grow and gain 
momentum. I have seen it take on some good fights and also some bad ones. Originally, I was 
going to do my second 3-2-1 on such a subject but ultimately decided three minutes wasn’t 
long enough to do such a story justice.  
Following my last film, Heritage, I have definitely set a precedence of being one to tackle 
and address real and serious issues in the community that are close to home. Stay Woke is no 
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different. However, this is where my introduction comes into play. The story that is close to 
home this time is my own interpretation of the events that unfolded. I probably am creating a 
void between myself and a large portion of the African American community when I say that 
my first impression of the Mike Brown incident specifically was that this incident was different. I 
feel it is a disservice to Trayvon Martin and Alton Sterling when we try to make Brown’s case 
the same as others. However, don’t let my thoughts on the situation distract you from the fact 
that he still should not have been killed by those paid to protect and serve.  
The facts on his case show that Mike Brown did many things wrong that could have 
saved his life. First, Mike Brown shoplifted from a convenience store after strong-arming the 
employee there. Second, he stole some cigarillos, and it is widely known that people do not 
usually smoke cigarillos. Instead they are used for the illegal recreational drug usage and/or 
rolling blunts. Third, a potentially high Mike Brown decided to walk home in the middle of the 
street instead of trying to take inconspicuous means of getting back home. When the police 
officer began passing by on a call for something else, he asked Mike to get out of the middle of 
the road. Now this is the portion of the story that becomes speculative. Something caused the 
police officer to get out of his vehicle. My guess is that a high and defiant Mike who had already 
proved that he did not respect authority at the convenience store shouted some obscenity back 
and did not comply. The police then got out and Mike, I am guessing, took an aggressive stance 
or put forth some kind of body language that did not seem like submissive/respectful behavior. 
The cop alleges that Mike Brown charged at him, and the frightened officer opened fire. I am 
not defending the cop’s decision to open fire, but I am denouncing the behavior Mike carried 
on before the police incident turned sour.  
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If Mike Brown would have employed what I call “defensive living,” similar to the concept 
of defensive driving, he could have survived. My parents taught me growing up to always 
respect people no matter the circumstances. Even if you do not receive respect, give it, and 
always follow the law. I do think race played a part in his death, but I do not think any of the 
involved parties were fully innocent or fully guilty. If I would have been the police in this case, 
race aside, I may have opened fire out of fear if anyone was rushing at me or taking an 
aggressive stance towards me. This greatly informed my decision to tell a story where the lines 
of who is right or wrong are muddled. The common occurrence is that when an African 
American is killed by a police, America jumps into a giant blame game with many Blacks saying 
the police are fully to blame –which is the case sometimes, might I add – in total disregard to 
what led to the situation. Likewise, a number of conservatives in White America begin to 
defend the policemen and women’s actions fully in total disregard to the fact that had it been a 
white person in the same shoes as the African American, they would have lived. Having been 
greatly assimilated into both cultures, I have been able to look at these situations with a third 
objective eye that many do not seem able to access.  
If Mike Brown’s case is one end of the spectrum, there are other cases like Philando 
Castile’s case. Philando Castile was killed in a traffic stop after telling the officer that he had a 
legal and registered gun in his glove compartment, and that he was going to reach to his glove 
compartment for his insurance information and registration. After giving this disclaimer, the 
officer shot him when he reached for it. Philando Castile was murdered. I do not believe he was 
murdered in cold blood, but he was murdered out of fear from a very subtle form of racism. I 
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do not think there is truly room for discussion on the case. It seemed open and shut, but I, like 
many others, was completely shocked with a not guilty verdict.  
Now that the distinction has been made between the different scenarios, let me make 
myself clear. My stance is that while I think the Mike Brown cases should not end in the death 
of an African American, I do think the Black Lives Matter organization chooses to defend cases 
like Brown’s in a biased manner. Therefore, in Stay Woke, I address specifically a scenario 
similar to Mike Brown’s in which the African American youth was not fully innocent. His story is 
the one that prompted me to act. 
In broad brush strokes, my goal was to paint a picture of an encounter with the police 
and an African American youth in which all parties play a role in what happens in the end. I 
wanted to go for a gray zone ending because, except for in a very small number of cases, there 
is usually something that the victim could have done to ease his brutal treatment. So the plot 
lives in the gray zone, but I also address at the end what I believe to be the solution to the 
problem. That solution is love. As the blame game ensues, things only spiral out of control.  
With regards to the type of plot that I employ, the episodic plot, I was inspired by a 
number of movies. I have long been fond of the episodic plot style film, and I feel that a high 
level of tact and execution is needed to pull it off well. I was inspired by films such as Babel, 
Crash, and Brooklyn’s Finest, which all expertly weave in and out of multiple story threads that 
all collide at the end. Sometimes you do not even know where the story is going until you reach 
the end. However, even beyond my interest in the film’s style, I felt that it was the only plot 
style that would allow me to assess the actions of multiple people in what leads to a climatic 
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ending. The plot needs to take its time to allow the audience to invest in all the characters so 
the ending could tug at the heart strings all the more. 
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Chapter 2. Development 
Writing 
 As I have alluded to in earlier sections, Stay Woke was not my original thesis script. In 
Erik Hansen’s thesis writing class, I felt like I had been given the opportunity to make my much-
anticipated horror film. While I was not set on shooting the story that would be Stay Woke, as 
the semester went on, I felt an uneasiness that I could only relieve by sitting down at my 
computer and letting a story flow. The breaking point that led me to leave Blink was when I was 
trying to find a good title for Blink. Originally, I wanted to call it The Ward, but after doing a 
quick Google search of “The Ward,” I discovered a John Carpenter horror film with the same 
name and practically the same plot. I was livid! Surely, I came up with this idea first. I had no 
prior knowledge of his movie so I could not have stolen his idea. However, I had a strong desire 
to be original so I changed course. 
 I could almost call it divine intervention, but Stay Woke literally wrote itself. I have not 
had any other experience like it in all of my years of film school. I was a few drafts into my 
horror piece Blink, and I had another story that was burning in my heart. The first time I sat 
down at the computer and typed the title, Stay Woke, I immediately went into a radio voice 
over that narrated an incident of police brutality that was causing unrest in the city. I could not 
stand up or leave my laptop until I had drained my brain of my story. After only a few hours and 
in one sitting, I had a full draft of Stay Woke. Believe it or not, this draft would not drastically 
change from this point to the actual shooting draft. However, I did want to respect the process 
of the class, so before submitting a full draft to be workshopped, I pitched the idea to the class. 
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After getting some positive feedback, I made an outline for a fully drafted screenplay in an 
effort to take baby steps towards acceptance of the script. Again after more positive feedback, I 
released the script to the class.  
 James Roe’s AM800 was a huge inspiration in writing this story. I greatly admired his 
work and how he made the radio a character. Somehow, I wanted the radio to play into my 
story as well. I saw it as an opportunity to communicate a lot of exposition in a way that would 
not seem too heavy handed. Moreover, I did not want the radio to “just be there.” I wanted 
characters to acknowledge it and interact with it. The radio was going to begin very objectively, 
stating only facts. Over the course of the story, the radio was to choose a side and defend it, 
but by the end of the story, even the radio hosts would not know what is right or wrong. 
Overall, I saw the voice of the radio hosts and caller being my voice and personal commentary. 
 For the story of police brutality to be emotionally gripping, I felt that the victim had to 
be someone’s child. It had to really pull at the heart strings. Isaac Perry was the ideal choice. He 
was not a caricature of the hoodlum that the media would try to paint. Instead, he was 
educated. He had some things going for him. He had a moral compass, and he arguably could 
have just been in the wrong place at the wrong time.  
 I could not picture someone like Isaac acting alone. He needed a partner in crime. 
Someone who would be his impetus or influence to get in trouble. Again, I wanted to venture 
far from characters that may have been caricatures such as O-Dog from Menace II Society. I did 
not want a character who was a thug, but I wanted a character that was very Afro-Centric. The 
answer to this was Jamal. I pictured him more of a dashiki wearing black poet quoting type. 
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Jamal seemed to be the person who could start fires that Isaac would have to put out. After 
writing dialogue for these two characters, I went back and forth many times trying to decide 
which of them would say what lines. I felt that these characters were too different to possibly 
say the same types of things so I did my best to widen the gap between what each would say.  
 In my last film, I went with a single mother, so this time around I wanted to do 
something different. That led to the character Abraham. I also feel that single black mothers are 
stereotypical and too common in urban stories. It was mainly just a desire to be different that 
led to a father figure, but I felt cemented in this choice when I was able to give him lines of 
reason. A father warning a son about the harsh realities of the real world seemed to be the 
perfect choice. 
 Such a story could not have been complete without a police officer. I decided to create a 
character who was not racist, and could not have been considered a racist. Hunter Callahan was 
created and married to Joycelyn Callahan who was a woman of color. Hunter has a strong moral 
compass and tries hard to do the right thing, but in the end when he makes a judgement call, 
the finger is pointed at him.  
 I needed someone to tie my African American youth with my police officer who could 
also be used to give commentary. This led to the creation of Tom Hickman. It seemed too 
simple of a plot to just let Isaac and Hunter go head to head, but Tom created a more organic 
way to bring the other characters together. Also, I needed some character to carry the story arc 
and change. Tom who had become disillusioned over the years was the perfect candidate. 
Being that this story was written on the eve of an election, this choice seemed appropriate. In 
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the store scene, I had the opportunity to flesh out my own inner conflicts on the topic with 
Tom’s argument with the shopper and Lashay. All stated their respective sides to the issue of 
police brutality. All speak on views that I believe even though they conflict. The turmoil on the 
screen is not only my own inner conflict, but it is also an argument that is often had between 
the races on the subject of who is right or wrong. 
 Lashay and Mark were not necessities to the story, but they added an extra layer of 
depth to the story. In a story that can get depressing at times, Mark was supposed to be my one 
moment of levity to lighten the mood a little bit. On the other hand, Lashay was to add spunk to 
the story and provide Isaac with a love interest of sorts. Together they helped bring the location 
where everything collides a life of its own. Dollar World was not inherently in the script, but 
was later added after location scouting. 
 The last character of interest, Officer Sean, was added after a crew member from NCIS: 
New Orleans read the script and insisted that a new cop would not be on patrol by himself. He 
also added that Hunter needed a control to be measured against for what he was not. Officer 
Sean was created to help give depth to Hunter by allowing the audience to see what Hunter 
was not by juxtaposing the two characters. 
 Even after all of these characters were thrown in, the world seemed too small. I wanted 
to create a global feel because of the magnitude of the issue that was being addressed. Missing 
from the story was still the notion that the entire community was tied to the story. I decided to 
surround Tom Hickman with campaign team members who believed in the man he once was. 
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Also, at the end, society had to be recoiling from the shock of the loss of two African American 
youth in one night. Protests had to be seen to show all that were affected. 
Having gotten it out of my system, I returned to Blink and continued to workshop it as 
well. The general consensus of the class was that I should go with Blink as my thesis film instead 
of Stay Woke. This was because I had talked about making a horror film as my thesis film for the 
better part of two years. Also, I talked about nothing except horror films in every class. Finally, 
Blink seemed to be a more fleshed out story because I could easily describe it. Blink was high-
concept, and Stay Woke was low-concept. I could never give a succinct logline for Stay Woke. I 
have to honestly say that I agreed with the class on all of these points. As the semester came to 
a close, I brought both scripts to my three committee members. One committee member chose 
to stay neutral, but my other two committee members were torn. One was pro Stay Woke, and 
the other was pro Blink. In an effort to get some conclusive decision on a script, I went back to 
each professor and attempted to sway them to the script that they had not chosen. I could not 
sway the professor who said go with Stay Woke to Blink. He felt that it was the better stamp of 
who I was as a filmmaker than Blink would have been. Then I went to the professor who chose 
Blink and tried to sway him towards Stay Woke. I was successfully able to get him to switch 
scripts. The final call was made that summer when Alton Sterling, Philando Castile, Terence 
Crutcher, and Keith Lamont Scott were all gunned down by police. Stay Woke was going to 
come to life! 
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Casting 
 Although casting typically would be considered pre-production, I include it in 
development because some of my casting led to changes in the story and script. Casting is one 
of the most rewarding and depressing phases of film production. It is rewarding because you 
get to see a number of people who desire to bring your characters to life. It is depressing 
because you see a lot of bad auditions for these same characters. I had an overwhelmingly 
positive turn out for auditions, but I think the title of the film did a lot of the heavy lifting. 
Around 300 people total auditioned for Stay Woke over the course of about six days. Of those 
300 people, thirty percent were decent. Of that thirty percent, ten percent were good, and of 
that ten percent, five percent were great. I think I could cast my next few films all from seeing 
so many people audition for Stay Woke.  
 I was somewhat let down the previous year by the little amount of work my casting 
director did on my film Heritage. When the time came for Stay Woke, I decided that I was 
better off taking the reins and doing a lot of the heavy lifting of the casting myself. In doing so, I 
exhausted every method that I could think of in looking for actors. I contacted every talent 
agency, agent, casting director, and acting coach that I could find in New Orleans and Baton 
Rouge. I gained this list through extensive internet searches on the topics. Looking on 
Facebook, I joined every Louisiana actor related group that I could find and posted my casting 
notices in them. Of course, I also went the more traditional route as well posting breakdowns 
on Actors Access and Breakdown express. Due to the sheer number of submissions, I think it is 
safe to say that my efforts paid off. 
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 Because this was an urban story, it should come as no surprise that I had in mind a 
majority African American cast. This story is one that completely lives and breathes in the 
African American community. The cast reflected this with the exception of my police officers 
and Lashay which was an unplanned blessing. 
 For the role of Jamal, I did not need to see any auditions. Before I ever called in the first 
person to audition, I knew I wanted Martin “Bats” Bradford. I had seen him audition for my film 
Heritage, and he was spectacular. In fact, after his Heritage audition, I thought he was so good 
that I even called his agent to apologize for not casting him. I still held auditions for the role just 
in case I got shocked by someone being better, but as I suspected, Martin was by far the best to 
audition for the role and ultimately it could not have been anyone else. 
 Isaac however, was not as easy. There were about four performances that were decent 
for the role of Isaac. There was one person who auditioned who did a lot of adlibbing for the 
role in the audition that seemed to fit well. Another person did not have as good of stage 
presence, but he had stellar facial expressions as he acted. Another actor had proven his chops 
from my film Heritage, playing one of the leads and brought his game face again for these 
auditions. The final guy carried the essence of the character Isaac, but just lacked the eye 
contact. Ultimately, I chose the guy who adlibbed well because of one specific “9 to 5” cough he 
added after the “allergic to work” line. The only problem in this case is that this actor looked 
noticeably older than the rest. 
 Tom Hickman was an interesting character to cast because almost any of the people 
that auditioned could have played the role based on skills. I was targeting Lance Nichols for the 
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role, and he had been on board since I first started writing. However, Lance, being the busy 
man that he is, was busy with Shepherd around the time of my shooting causing him to decline 
the roll. The character who was cast as Abraham was originally my first choice for the role of 
Tom Hickman, but his availability issues ultimately caused me to pass on him. Gian Smith who I 
cast as Tom seemed to be the perfect candidate delivering a candidate-worthy performance 
effortlessly. In casting Gian, I passed on another gentleman who could have done the role 
justice, but was overly theatrical. Also, I passed on a gentleman who gave a stellar 
performance, but was too noticeably young to have been this weary and worn politician. 
 For the role of Hunter, the very first person who auditioned set an extremely high bar 
that no one else ever seemed to reach. Joe Fredo walked in with confidence and gave an 
audition with ease that I could not ignore when looking for the perfect police officer. I would 
find out later that he was an expert at bringing to life beats in the script that even I did not see. 
There was one other actor that came close, but what ultimately sealed the deal was Joe’s ability 
to take direction and incorporate it in his performance well. 
 When looking through headshots for those who submitted for the role of Lashay, I 
noticed that there was one that stood out. Specifically, I explicitly stated in the breakdown that 
I was looking for someone African American or Latino for the role. However, an Asian American 
young lady submitted for the role asking for the chance to audition because she was pretty sure 
she would win me over. Also, she attached a demo to her request for an audition. Before I 
detail the rest of the casting for this role, I think it is important to mention that her demo was 
terrible! It did not show any acting ability on her part. It only showed her standing in front of a 
number of backgrounds with different colored face paint in front of each one. After holding 
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auditions for the role, there were three people that stood out. One was a student I knew pretty 
well, who as expected did great in her audition. Another one had the same acting coach as the 
student previously mentioned. She also gave a strong performance, but she seemed a bit too 
soft spoken. Finally, there was a girl that auditioned that I was convinced was not acting. Loud 
and obnoxious seemed to be two personality traits that could have described her on any 
normal occasion. I actually was not impressed, but my casting team thought that she was the 
person that I needed. Just for fun, I decided to go back and ask the Asian American actress to 
submit a video audition. It was so good that I was floored after watching it. When it came time 
for call backs, the girl that my casting team liked did not show up. The girl that was a student 
decided to bow out of the running because she thought that she looked too young for the role 
thinking I was just being biased towards her. Michelle Huynh showed up and again stole the 
show making my decision pretty simple.  
 Joycelyn’s casting seemed to be a simple decision as two actresses came in and nailed 
the role early on. Ariadne Joseph was an actress who was no stranger to UNO student films 
having appeared in many before. She came in and gave a very thought provoking and emotional 
audition for the role. She was very natural and could have been a perfect fit. However, 
immediately after finishing her audition, she alerted me that she was moving to Atlanta and did 
not think she’d be able to participate. Shortly after her audition, another young lady that was a 
local acting coach came in. She showed her skills as a teacher as she opened a clinic on acting in 
her audition. She could have easily been offered the role immediately after her audition, but 
she ironically enough also let me know she could not do the role because she was moving to 
Atlanta. Of my options that remained, there were two that were good but not as amazing as 
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Ariadne and the acting coach. One of the two happened to be the lead actress from the second 
year film of classmate, Max Fisk. She travelled from Lafayette to audition. Although she did not 
blow me away with her performance, she was good enough to bring back for a call back along 
with the other actress that was good. In the call back auditions, I again felt that neither girl did 
enough to make me consider them over the other. Ultimately, I cast Max’s actress because of 
her long drive, having worked together prior, and her looks. I understand that it may seem like 
a shallow notion to let looks be a tie breaker for casting, but I think someone pleasing to look at 
will cause viewers to be drawn in more. 
 The main reason I chose to put casting in the development portion is because of Mark’s 
casting. This role I originally imagined being a white, Steve Carrell type. The first person to 
audition also nailed this vision. He was a comedian who had not seen the sides before walking 
in. What was even more impressive to me was that after a two second glance, he said he was 
ready to audition. Without looking down a second time, he performed the role a multitude of 
different ways not missing a beat. I did not need to see anyone else for the role. However, I 
realized I had already scheduled someone else the next day. Even though my breakdown said 
any ethnicity, I never imagined the role of Mark to be anything other than a white man. The 
script contained racially charged interactions between Mark, Jamal, and Isaac so the lines 
would not have worked had Mark been anyone else. However, the other person to audition, 
Christopher Winchester, a very muscular African American came in for the role. He began by 
stating that he was extremely nervous because he had never booked anything before and he 
was hoping this could have been his first project. In his first read through for the role, his 
shaking hands showed his anxiety, but he had a strong authoritative delivery and presence that 
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I had never envisioned for the role. Of course, at the time, the sides he read from were very 
racially charged for an interaction between a white man and black youth. I asked him to ignore 
everything on the page because it would not apply and play the character how he saw fit. He 
chose to play the character as Pinky from the movie Friday. After his performance, my casting 
team and I could not stop laughing. This guy may have caused me to second guess my original 
choice. The ultimate deciding factor was when the first actor was not able to make call backs 
because of comedy shows he had. When I asked about his schedule further down the road, it 
was riddled with comedy tour dates that would have not fit well with my shooting schedule. It 
seemed I had some rewrites ahead of me for my new Mark character. 
 Another such character that came later into things was Officer Sean. I have to admit I 
was a little biased towards casting an actor I worked with previously, Fonzi Cureau. When I was 
first told that I needed another officer who was Hunter Callahan’s foil, Fonzi immediately 
seemed to be the actor who could pull it off well. However, I decided to open auditions for the 
role anyway. In doing so, I auditioned Glendon Hobgood. He played the role so well, that even I 
felt uncomfortable sitting in the room with him. Sean was a character who was supposed to 
have hints of racism, and Glendon brought those hints to life. Originally, I did cast him, but the 
decision to change came from NCIS: New Orleans. They were providing me with my police 
costumes, and they did not have any costumes that would have fit his size. My options were 
either to pay an additional $300 or to cast someone else. Fonzi’s name was already on the tip of 
my tongue. 
 Having already been impressed by the work of my first choice for the role of Tom 
Hickman, when it came to casting Abraham, I felt he could still be used. Not many people 
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submitted for the role of Abraham for whatever reason. The few submissions that I did receive 
did not seem to be that good. However, Carlos had already proven his acting chops. Also, with 
Carlos’s availability issues, he could probably manage to play Abraham who would have limited 
shoot days. 
 The casting that gave me the most anxiety, but was still done relatively early on in the 
film’s pre-production was finding the perfect radio hosts. When I was in undergrad at Southern 
University, I used to have a radio show with two other gentlemen. In my imagination, these two 
guys were my two radio hosts to narrate the story. They had different tones and timbres about 
their voices that would make their juxtaposition intensified. The problem is that one of them is 
a cheerleading coach in Ruston, Louisiana. I scrambled to find a replacement. In my search, I 
decided to target some actual radio personalities from the area. All seemed interested, but 
none were good about responding to emails. However, I was in luck. A radio personality that I 
grew up listening to, Tony King is Funny, from Max 94.1 in Baton Rouge seemed interested in 
the project, and he responded to emails. I now had the other half of my radio host who would 
narrate. 
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Chapter 3. Pre-Production 
Location Scouting 
Finding locations was a heavy piece of the process that helped with production design 
and every other aspect. From working with him on Spring film, I felt the person needed to help 
me in my locations process was Kevin Korson. He proved to be an invaluable asset. He went 
above and beyond to secure my locations and handle all of the necessary paperwork in many 
cases of which I did not realize would be required. Kevin made a first pass looking for locations 
and charted a list of places that I should take a look at in making my decisions. In doing so, he 
found a plethora of possibilities for me to consider as I went about the search. I know relatively 
early on that I wanted the street that campaigning took place on to be the area right across the 
street from the school. It looked urban enough to be my created Anytown, USA, but also 
nondescript enough to truly be anywhere. I knew I would need telephone poles to make it 
work, and this street was riddled with them.  
Fortunately, around the time of my writing the script, I had a coworker who was very 
vested in my film and wanted to act in it. In exchange for a small role in the film, he allowed us 
to use his house on this same street which worked perfectly for a home for a father and a son. 
His home had a unique layout with a washer and dryer in the kitchen that seemed to be 
characteristically perfect for a man cave. Also, the kitchen could be seen perfectly from the 
couch which worked well for how I wanted to introduce Isaac. The house being in the 
previously mentioned neighborhood saved me from having to cheat things. 
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The other two prospective locations for this house and/or Hunter’s house was a 
fraternity brother’s home in Central City that had a very modern and new look. The problem is 
that this house may have been too new and big for the desired look. Originally, this location’s 
living room was going to be Hunter and Joycelyn’s living room, and this location’s bedroom was 
going to be Tom Hickman’s bedroom. 
The final location for Hunter and Joycelyn’s home ended up being the home of Emmett 
Crockett. It worked perfectly due most of it being empty. It had an old antique feel about it that 
could almost make you believe someone had just moved in. The open but small floor plan was 
also very conducive to blocking. In the previous location, there was too much space to deal 
with, and I did not know completely what I would end up doing with the negative space. 
While driving around and searching for a potential location for my protests and also my 
police patrol scenes, the overpass area near a skate park on Paris Avenue seemed to sport the 
urban neighborhood feel that could make the police uneasy. It did not seem to be an unlikely 
place to find a police car on patrol. There was a large clearing near a recreational center that 
could potentially serve as the hub for all of my police action. 
In searching for a campaign headquarters, I pretty much needed any large office space. 
Considering I had used locations near campus for everything else, it became a self-imposed 
restriction I put on myself for this location as well. I decided upon a Liberty Tax location on 
Elysian Fields. It was self-managed and operated while simultaneously being part of a chain. 
The first one I went to gave me some grief about being seen on film, so I ultimately used a 
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Liberty Tax location in the East. There were a number of desks that I would have permissions to 
move around when needed making the location ideal. 
The most important location to lock down, however, was my convenience store. The 
place that would be chosen had to be open to allowing me to film inside of the store for a low 
price and also in the parking lot. I scouted out a number of places that seemed to have 
potential. Every time I went somewhere, I would pass by Dollar World on Elysian Fields and 
think to myself that place can work. After hitting a lot of dead ends elsewhere, I finally decided 
to give Dollar World a try. Much to my surprise they were receptive to me using the space for 
filming. The parking lot was shared with Domino’s pizza which potentially could have been an 
issue, but after speaking to Domino’s they were also ok with the filming. 
 
Production Design 
The production design was an important part of making my world come to life, but it 
required subtlety. I wanted to get someone who would be skilled enough to bring this about 
without being too heavy handed and also would be familiar with urban décor. I chose as my 
production designer Kendall Lewis whom I also met on Spring Film. He was a worker bee that 
kept himself busy about the art department at all times. Through conversation, I learned that 
he had interest in leading the art department. For all of my décor and production design, I gave 
him many liberties in making choices. Ultimately, I was able to just give him the funds needed 
and release him to do all necessary purchasing. He did well. 
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 A large portion of the film was outdoors causing limited dressing for a vast majority of 
the film. For most of my outdoor scenes, set decoration was limited to campaign material that 
was canvased all over. This was not limited to Dollar World exteriors where a graffiti riddled 
Tom Hickman poster was the sole dressing of the exterior. A natural feel was needed for all of 
my locations in an effort to make my locations not steal the show from the actors. This was 
successfully achieved without any location looking very empty. A lot of this heavy lifting was 
done by location scouting. 
 For the Perry residence, the kitchen had dirty dishes added to fill a sink and a dish 
drying rack because dish drying racks are more cinematic than dishwashers. I covered the walls 
with common African American pieces of art and sculptures. In addition to artwork, I brought in 
a few pictures of Isaac and his father Abraham. Isaac’s room was kept mostly neat and 
decorated like a teenager’s room with lots of posters and pictures on the walls. There was a 
noticeable poster of Malcolm X on his wall that was later used to match a similar Martin Luther 
King poster that was at Tom Hickman’s house. This poster also served as the impetus for Isaac 
to bring the gun with him. His room still was of modest décor with an older dresser and no 
television.  
I needed to believably create a house that has just been moved into for Callahan. 
Cardboard boxes filled with clothes and other household items were put out to cover the floor. 
Fortunately, Emmett’s apartment was mostly empty so nothing had to be cleared to make this 
work. The room remained bare except for the boxes, a chair, a table, and a radio.  
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Tom Hickman’s room had to be a bit nicer than Isaac’s room. He definitely needed a 
large mirror to make one of my planned shots work. I think the heavy lifting was done by the 
location because in the planned shot I would not see most of the room except for the mirror 
and the MLK poster.  
I was fortunate in that Dollar World did not have much design needed except to cover 
unwanted seasonal signs. Dollar World actually encourage their marketing and logo being seen 
all over so I did not have to hide anything. The very green store had somewhat of a life of its 
own. The décor popped as was. 
Costuming was made easy for me because NCIS: New Orleans provided me with police 
uniforms and everything that I could possibly needed to accompany these uniforms. Isaac I 
pictured dressing urban yet intelligent. He was sagging only to play to a point at the end in 
which he pulls up his pants. He ultimately ended up wearing a plain black t-shirt with a tiki 
necklace. Tom Hickman I originally pictured being clean shaven and well-dressed at all times, 
but after casting someone who possibly may have been younger than originally intended, I 
allowed him to keep his facial hair to age him up some. Jamal was a character I was torn on 
whether I should play him on the nose with the way I envisioned him with a dashiki or should I 
give him something more modern. I eventually chose the modern look because the dashiki 
would not have allowed Tom’s excuse after hitting him to be “I did not see you”. Dollar World 
was easy to costume for because I simply had to match their existing uniforms. NCIS: New 
Orleans helped me again by making name tags for me that would sport the company’s name.  
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Another large piece of my production design was creating the police car. I ultimately 
used a police officer’s personal car which was an out of commission unmarked car. Fortunately, 
this car was a solid navy blue Crown Victoria that looked like an active police car even out of 
commission, but I wanted it to have even more of an authentic look. I went to Signworx and 
had decals made that said “police”. 
Finally, one of the most important set pieces were the radios themselves. I felt that each 
radio should say something about the person who owned it. Tom Hickman’s car radio was the 
radio on the go. The Perry residence had a classic style radio to emphasize an old school 
mindset and caution of the police and the world which Abraham imparted to Isaac before he 
went about his day. Tom Hickman’s campaign headquarters seemed to be the type of place 
that would have an old radio but not as old as the Perry radio. This radio would be one you 
could probably find at a barbecue playing oldies all day. The radio to be featured in the Callahan 
residence would be modern as they were a couple that could have been in a higher tax bracket 
than the other characters due to Joycelyn’s career. Her radio would reflect not only this but is 
the kind of radio that I would envision being in a couple’s bedroom playing slow jams at night. 
 
Cinematography 
 Cinematography has undoubtedly been my weak suit here at the University of New 
Orleans. I struggled through cinematography on my early pieces of film school mainly because I 
did not understand shot framing well, and I was terrible at composition. I was not keen on 
working with any of my past collaborators again because I wanted to step up a level in 
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proficiency and polish. I was my own cinematographer for my first 3-2-1, The Bro Code, and I 
felt that it showed how little I actually knew. On my second 3-2-1, my shots were pretty, but I 
needed more stability than what was afforded me by my cinematographer that year who 
wanted to completely change the plan we had going in once we reached set. I understand this 
is necessary in some cases, but to some degree the plan must be kept. On my second year film, 
Heritage, I strongly appreciated Chase Rubin’s camera work, and he shined with his camera 
skills. However, I was not fully pleased with the lighting that I had in some of the later scenes 
because lighting was inconsistent across shots. I needed someone who could be a master of 
both camera and lighting.  
I am pretty ashamed to say that I’ve always considered going to Trenton to be my 
cinematographer sooner than I did on other projects, but my desire to be different caused me 
not to. Everyone seemed to use Trenton, and my innate desire to be different made me want to 
go in other directions. I signed on DJ McConduit for both my second year film and thesis film, 
but after he got other paying gigs, in both cases he stepped away mentioning that it was not a 
money thing. I do believe it was in fact a money thing, but I understood because he was a 
cinematographer by profession and made his living that way. Unwilling to water down the 
quality of my project, it was time for me to stop being childish and seek out Trenton Mynatt. 
Fortunately, I had worked with Trenton on a number of other projects over the years in the 
capacity of first and second assistant director. So when I first pitched the idea, he was open to 
it. I also was to be his first paid student project. 
Our early conversations were just trading ideas on the feel of the film we were making. 
We exchanged reference film such as Boyz in the Hood and Do the Right Thing to get on the 
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same page with the look and feel. I expressed to him what I thought would be needed and he 
expressed what he thought would be needed. I mentioned that my composition was lacking in 
the past, and greatly wanted to improve upon it. He reassured me that it would not be an issue 
this time around. 
I relied heavily upon my collaborators here although I had a vision for almost every 
scene already. After getting my locations, my first assistant director, the director of 
photography, and I went to all of my locations and mapped out the prospective shots on 
location. We discussed what was required for each scene and whether or not we envisioned 
any special shots that would have been needed beyond basic coverage. My aim going in was to 
create an open and large community feel. Shots were chosen that would create a global feel 
and included the world throughout. I wanted to distance my film from films like the highly 
stylized Do the Right Thing. To create this degree of realism, I wanted to use realistic lighting as 
much as possible. In a lot of my locations, I used natural light. Lighting was only added for the 
interior of the Perry residence, Tom Hickman’s campaign headquarters, Dollar World at night, 
and Tom Hickman’s car exteriors. Other locations used lots of bounced light and natural hard 
lighting to add a dramatic look. I pictured it being a sunny election day with not a lot of clouds, 
so heavy silk usage was not pushed. I foresaw a lot of moving shots. Therefore, dollies, sliders, 
and Steadicam came into play during the filming. The slider was mostly used to emphasize 
moments that Tom Hickman was in contemplation. The Steadicam came into play as we 
followed Isaac and Jamal early in the film. Handheld did come into play as well, but it came at 
the end when everything was building up to the climax. The handheld shot was able to 
represent the high tension at the end. A car rig was also needed for my car scenes. I originally 
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thought I would show the world in wide angles because we see in wide views, and I did not 
want to lose any background or peripheral views while focusing on any action. In the end 
though, I opted for more shots that stayed close on characters to not miss any strong character 
moments.   
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Chapter 4. Production 
Directing 
Stylistically speaking, I think some of the biggest influences I had in this film are Spike 
Lee films. In movies like Do the Right Thing, Spike Lee started his career off in telling racially 
charged pieces that incorporated chorus like characters and used warm color palettes similar to 
what I envisioned for Stay Woke. I wanted to pay homage in style to such films without 
mimicking its style. Working largely in its favor is the film’s tight screenplay that has a well-
crafted story with lots of meaning and symbolism. Other films that somewhat embodied the 
feel that I wanted to create were Straight Outta Compton and Boyz N The Hood.    
I think the job of the director becomes substantially easier if you have an exceptional 
cast. In my case, my cast was phenomenal. Starting with my table read, I encouraged my actors 
to get a good feel for who their characters were. More than I wanted to see my characters 
played how I saw fit, my casting of the actors was my acknowledging of my trust in them. As 
long as they hit all of the needed beats in a scene, I wanted them to bring their truth of a 
character to the screen. At the table read, I asked all of my actors to make notes as they went 
along of any lines that didn’t feel natural. I encouraged them to give their own preferred line 
how they saw fit. I did not want my tone to be compromised much with a lot of melodrama or 
overly lighthearted moments. I felt that my actors bringing their own personalities to the roles 
would avert this from happening. 
As we went into rehearsals, I encouraged improvisation and adlibs in places where the 
lines seemed awkward. The only thing that I stressed was to memorize any actions they may 
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have made so they could redo them over and over for continuity purposes once they got on set. 
I was aware when blocking at rehearsals that there were going to be lots of moving parts, and I 
wanted to appropriately capture this. In my previous outing, I did not feel like my blocking was 
organic enough although I did use plenty of movement.  
As we got onto set into production, I took a step back from my guiding post that I was in 
during rehearsals and let my actors flourish. I only stepped in when I felt a beat was being 
overlooked. In many cases, my actors never let me down. I tried my best not to wear my actors 
down with too many takes, but this being a student film, the camera made mistakes at times. 
Sometimes my actors had line flubs, but overall, we pulled it together. 
One directing tidbit I enjoyed seeing recently that wanted to employ was the use of 
screen direction and character action working in the opposite direction as the camera 
movement. This was something that I saw in the film Creed on a few occasions. It injected 
energy into the shots while giving a view of the environment as opposed to following the 
characters. Specifically, in my film, you see this happen at the very end when the police officer 
gets shot and everyone scatters. Therefore, we saw exactly what we needed to see and when 
we needed to. A moment that could have grown stale, we tracked by the environment to let 
the production design tell us more. Specifically, in this case there was “Stay Woke” spray 
painted onto a pole.  
Although my primary goal was to work with my actors, every opportunity I had I tried to 
make rounds through the crew to boost morale. I thanked everyone many times for being a 
part of this production, and I tried to be a people person despite my anxiety being high. 
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No film is complete without its fair share of difficulties. My film was no different. On day 
4 of shooting, we had no shortage of challenges. The first being that the manager of our first 
location, Liberty Tax, showed up an hour and a half late to let us in. He was awake as we called 
many times just to be told that he was ten minutes away for the next hour. This was just the 
beginning. When we got to our next location in Central City which was a fraternity brothers 
apartment, we got shut down by the police. Although we had permits for the street and 
permission from the tenant, we apparently didn’t have permissions from the complex itself 
resulting in us getting shut down. Therefore, on a moment’s notice we not only had to find a 
new location to shoot at, but we had to find a way to move the grip truck there. The grip truck 
driver dropped the truck off and had to leave. I was eventually able to get Lauren Erwin to 
move the truck to the new location which was Emmett’s house. 
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Chapter 5. Post Production 
Technology and Workflow 
 The school had recently upgraded from the outdated and largely disliked Scratch work 
horse. My film was going to be one of the test dummies for classes in using the new software 
Davinci. Fortunately, because of this, I got all of the potentially needed support for my film just 
following along in an also new class that outlined the post process. Overall, Davinci was way 
more user friendly. The only holdup was that I had used Scratch so many times that it was 
familiar. So oftentimes I could not work ahead on my film because I had to wait on the 
knowledge to be taught. In hindsight, I would not ever go back to Scratch because it is an 
overall burden, but I still wish I was more proficient in the software. 
 Despite my fear that some of the stunts towards the end would need some form of 
visual effects to compliment what we saw, I was able to cut the shots together in a way that 
they worked organically. Therefore, I was able to avoid having to delve into After Effects for my 
thesis film, much to my relief. 
 My post sound is being done via Pro Tools, but that process will be detailed in a further 
section. 
 
Editing 
The first cut is always the easiest. I could not wait to sit in front of my footage and put 
together a first cut. Max Fisk, my assistant editor, synced all of my audio with video and 
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prepared my footage to be edited. When I first started editing, I would not say that I quickly 
pumped out a first cut, but at least the first half of the first cut came pretty quickly. However, a 
huge mishap brought me to a screeching halt. I was missing half of my audio from day three of 
shooting. I quickly contacted my sound mixer and director of photography who did all of my 
dumping. It turns out there was a miscommunication on day three.  
Every day, I had been using the Tascam’s “mirror” feature. With this feature, it recorded 
the same thing onto two different cards. In the daily set dumping workflow, Trenton had only 
been dumping one card because the other card would have had the same thing. On that day, 
one of the cards mysteriously filled up before the other one so the card was removed and then 
continued on the other card. At the end of that particular day, the sound mixer told him to 
dump both cards, but did not stress the reasoning. The following weekend, both cards were 
formatted. I lost all of the audio from the second card. This caused me to outsource a company 
for a process I’ll detail later. 
The audio mishap kept me out of commission for a few months. I tried to press on 
without the scene, and worked diligently on that first cut until what happens to many 
happened to me. Editing fatigue wore in. I got tired of looking at my own material all the time, 
and was getting frustrated by the missing chunk of film. I needed a break. I quickly cut a trailer 
together to reinvigorate myself which helped for a little while, but soon after I found myself in a 
funk again. It was not until I began to schedule regular meetings with Danny Retz that I actually 
began to give myself deadlines to get through the first cut. 
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 After my first cut, I had a huge concern. My story was painfully dry without music. While 
this seems normal, I should be able to watch a film on mute and still be hooked. Danny alerted 
me that my pacing was way off. I had to find a way to cut off a significant amount of time 
considering my first cut was around 28 minutes long before credits. I revisited the cut many 
times to try to bring my pacing to a better place. It was not until my cut five that my pacing was 
actually bearable.  
 Around cut six of my film, Danny pointed out that while my films got across plot, they 
did not tell the story I wanted to tell. I got so hung up on what shots were visually beautiful to 
string together and what were the shots necessary to tell the story that I did not stop to 
consider what shots are best for communicating beats. He helped me restructure some entire 
scenes in a way that would best serve subtext. 
 It was not until cut six that I first decided to show the film to my other committee 
members, Laszlo Fulop and Erik Hansen. I had heard that both professors were real sticklers for 
perfection even in early cuts and heard stories of both professors requesting changes in cuts 
that in some cases changed the entire narrative. However, I was confident in my story, and I 
was sure that if I showed them a complete enough cut of my film that they would not see fit to 
restructure the entire film. I was in luck. While both professors recommended changes to my 
cut, none of them were make or break for the story I was aiming to tell. 
 The next few weeks ended up being a game of meeting with my professors to get notes, 
incorporating those notes, and then trying to find time to meet with them again to show those 
changes. By this time, I was in my last semester and time was winding down for me to complete 
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my film. Although I wanted the best possible end product, I was also very conscious of the fact 
that I needed to start writing my thesis paper soon because it would be extremely time 
consuming. 
 Danny was the first professor I was able to please. By cut eight of the film, he felt that 
he had no more notes he could offer me of objective problems. There were a few things he 
disagreed with, but he felt they were subjective and directorial choices. I then sought out to win 
the approval of Erik and Laszlo. The interesting thing with making a cut that would please them 
is that towards the end, some of their notes would conflict with another professor’s notes, and 
in a few cases, they gave notes that conflicted with their own notes from a previous cut. It 
seemed to be a painstaking never ending quest to have all wishes fulfilled, but finally, around 
cut ten, they were pleased.  
 In my personal opinion, I think that my film could have been complete at cut five. Cut 
five was the last cut that had major changes that someone would have noticed in one viewing. I 
am not doubting that cuts six through twelve were better films, but a lot of the changes that 
happened, the average viewer would not have noticed. By this I mean cut five was bearable 
without music, but temporary music was added by cut six. 
Editing ended up being very important because of the sheer length of my script. I did 
not want my film to be too long on the screen, and more importantly, I did not want to lose 
energy or momentum throughout the film. I did my best to cut as much possible fluff out to 
keep things moving. I also had to keep in mind that there were a lot of important character 
beats that I did not want overlooked. In some cases, holding on shots a bit longer would allow 
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such moments to breathe, but other times it caused scenes to drag. The key was that I wanted 
the audience to be able to zero in on the psychology of characters. While this may have started 
out as a plot driven piece, I believe the characters were interesting enough to make the 
argument that it is character driven.  
The opening images I knew going in would almost all be montages cut together and 
overlaid on the voice over of the radio hosts. I believed this was a film that would need many 
establishing shots. I believe by cutting from character to character creates the illusion that the 
characters live in the real world. However, I think by showing the world more with these 
establishing shots, it helps make the distinction that the story world is different from the real 
world. I attempted to stick to a form of “textbook editing” starting with establishing shots, 
going to wide shots, then moving in for coverage as the scene progresses, and finishing wide 
again to at all times keep in mind the full world that is affected. 
The final climatic scene has the most rapid-fire editing of the film to build tension. I also 
wanted to be able to cut from different character’s viewpoints to keep the perspective from 
which we view the events a little ambiguous. An example of the cutting I pictured here is The 
Good, the Bad, and the Ugly when the three characters meet in the final faceoff, and we cut 
rapidly between each character’s perspective and coverage until shots are fired.  
Because I was one of the few students of my year that worked outside of school, I at 
times questioned if I should have followed in the footsteps of some of my other classmates that 
work and found an editor for my film. I greatly underestimated the time it would take to not 
only edit the film, but go through the fine tuning process to make my committee happy. It 
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definitely would have allowed me to have focused on writing much earlier on in the process 
than I did.  
 
Sound  
 Sound is the combination of music, score, sound effects, dialogue, and everything we 
hear when we watch a film. It is also usually the most taken for granted aspect of filmmaking. 
We will watch a film with bad picture and may actually sit through it. This is how bootleg DVD’s 
became so marketable. However, if the sound quality is bad, it draws a lot of attention to itself, 
and it is unforgivable. 
 I took a large risk in the sound department by hiring a sound mixer who had no prior 
experience doing production sound for films, Matthew Shilling. He was a sound designer by 
trade, but he had done sound mixing previously for live television. I was introduced to Matt by 
Paul Punzo after Matt did the sound design for his second year film and Book of Snake. Matt 
had interest in mixing for a film, and fortunately for him, all other students that did sound 
mixing were not available for my shooting weekends. I did not have many other options. 
However, I was told that he was a perfectionist, and his experiences coping with Paul’s films 
that had bad production sound to be fixed in post would give him insight into what was needed 
when first recording production sound. 
 Overall, on set, I was highly impressed with his attention to detail. It became a running 
joke that you had to watch your step because he was placing mics everywhere. In one such 
case, a microphone was under a sofa cushion in the couch. He did not let anything slide with 
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regards to sound. Of course this caused us to do many extra takes on account of him, but I was 
pleased with his attention to detail. It also paid off when I got to the editing room. Different 
shots could be cut together seamlessly because the sound quality was so consistent.  
There were numerous small hindrances to work around in collecting production audio. 
Because I shot in a convenience store again, I ran the risk of picking up a lot of unwanted 
ambience and presence. My preference is always to not have to ADR at all so this is where the 
room tone came into play. Outside, I also ran the same risk of picking up lots of unwanted 
sound. We did our best to record all location sound when the neighborhood had the least 
amounts of random background sound. Because the opening outdoor scenes take place during 
campaigning, I figured it would be okay that there is background sound, but many of those 
shots ended up being MOS regardless. In the Perry residence, because I was shooting in a 
kitchen, I had to unplug the refrigerator there. I also shot with water running. You can bet that I 
had to redo all of those takes with the water not running. I did my best to gather sound while 
actually shooting the dish washing, and afterwards I shot it MOS and gathered sound separately 
in wild tracks to give myself options to work with. For the Callahan residence, the sound had a 
bit of an echo because of the wooden floor and empty room, but it worked well for what I was 
seeing. The final colliding of characters was plenty difficult because there were no good places 
to hide the boom operator. However, we were able to put the boom operator just beyond the 
frame line and was able to get the best possible audio from the action of the scene. Callahan 
had a lavalier for that portion, and when we flipped around the coverage, he was able to also 
get boomed. For my end montage of images, I gathered sound, but I had them playing out 
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MOS. In these instances, I knew I was gathering sound just to have something to lay under the 
radio host voice over and music.  
 As mentioned earlier, a giant sound issue was the loss of many sound files. I do not fully 
put fault on either Matt or Trenton as they both shared some responsibility. The resulting issue 
left me three options. Either use a file retrieval software that I found online or to go to a third 
party file retrieval company to try to get the missing files or ADR for the entire scene. I figured 
gathering the cast again on a day in the future would probably be difficult considering the 
difficulty finding a shooting schedule to fit everyone. After consulting my dad on his opinion on 
the situation, he recommended that it would be better to get professional help than to try to 
do it myself and mess something up creating an unfixable problem. So I decided to go with the 
third party file retrieval company that apparently specializes in retrieving things that were 
erased. They had a 90 % success rate which seemed like a high enough number to risk. The only 
thing I had to lose was money. I was told the base rate for the work was $300 and depending 
on the difficulty in getting everything it could go up. However, I would not know the full extent 
of what they got without paying in full. I decided to take the risk. Fortunately, of a total 21 
missing takes, I was able to get 11 recovered. The other 10 had already been erased and 
overwritten too many times to save the files. I am appreciative of the files that I did get 
recovered, but overall, after getting the $1,200 price tag, I do not think the cost was worth it on 
a film with such a small budget like mine. 
My previous films have all had very little to no sound design, but Stay Woke I knew 
would require a higher level of sound design and music considering I had a very specific 
emotion I wanted to evoke. Also, I have high hopes and plans for Stay Woke on the festival 
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circuit. I needed it to have the most polish of all of my works. Enter Aidan Dykes. Aidan had 
worked with me previously on Heritage as a boom operator. We were not exactly strangers. 
However, I had just begun hearing that he professionally did post sound work, but he may have 
been pricey. While I didn’t want to tip my budget too much, I was willing to pay extra for a 
better sound quality so I set out for the better help. We had a meeting to discuss the project as 
a whole, and then we met to have a spotting session to point out all of the places I had sound 
concerns. After the session, he set out to work. Not long after, he recommended ADR in 44 
places for eight characters. While my first thought was “That’s ridiculous”, I did not want to 
sacrifice my movie’s quality so I complied with his request. The ADR sessions went smoothly 
with the exception of one minor character who no call no showed. Despite him being minor, he 
had a line that was featured prominently on screen. 
  The music I’ve used previously has been too prominent. For a story like the one I am 
telling, I thought subtlety would be the name of the game. Unlike my last film, Heritage, which I 
foresaw certain portions requiring music, I feel there is enough meat in my story to not require 
the music for Stay Woke. On my last film, I also lacked room tone for two of my locations. This 
outing I had a good amount of room tone everywhere we shot so when needed I could recreate 
the presence in a location without having to fill holes with music all of the time. 
Finding a composer has always been a difficult task. For my films, when composers see 
an all-black cast, they have seemed to quickly jump to hip hop sounding scores despite them 
being dramas at heart. Sadly, Stay Woke was no different. I reached out to Charlie Lavoy who 
made the score for AM800 which I mentioned was a huge inspiration. At first he was interested 
in the project and thought he would be able to take it on, but as I got closer to being ready for 
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the scoring process, his schedule filled up too much to make my film a priority without a hefty 
check. I spoke with three potential composers for Stay Woke. Each one I showed my eleventh 
cut and discussed my vision for the score. However, when they saw the cut and put together a 
demo, everyone was so far from my vision. Aidan recommended a professional composer for 
film named Andrew Smith who may not have come cheap but would be worth the money. I 
reached out to him, and as mentioned, the numbers he pitched were pretty steep. I ultimately 
decided I couldn’t afford him, but he did recommend someone who he thought would be in my 
range, Aaron Boudreaux. Aaron and I had a few conversations and verbally we seemed to be on 
the same page. He said that he could provide a score with guitar, synths, or piano, but he could 
not do strings. This worked out well because I did not picture strings being in many places if at 
all. He sent me an initial demo, and after one listen, I knew he was my guy. 
As stated throughout, the radio was one of my largest aspects to account for. Initially, I 
did a voice over session to record all of the voice overs. I hoped that this would last me until the 
end. However, after overlaying these initial voice overs, I realized that there were many gaps in 
their broadcast. Also, there were many places where the radio seemed to magically stop just so 
a character could say their line. This took away from my realism. To remedy this, I had to call 
my voice actors again and get them to rerecord all of their voice overs again with banter filling 
all gaps. Whenever I got to a character’s lines, I would just fade out the radio. For all of the 
radio broadcast, I overlaid an EQ radio filter over the voice over to give it the electronic radio 
sound. If I could, I would get my radio hosts to come in one more time to fix some small pieces, 
but I was unable to get them both in at a time that also worked for me. It was interesting to 
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redo a lot of the voice overs for the radio hosts considering the first time was recorded a year 
prior to the re-recording. 
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Chapter 6. Analysis and Conclusion 
 
 My film aimed to undertake a major task. My film aimed to address the cases of police 
brutality we have seen in recent years, the Black Lives Matter movement, and some of its flaws. 
These things had to be layered in my story and came across through important plot points and 
well-choreographed action. However, my goal was not to make a statement. It was to pose 
questions. It was to inspire thought. I just wanted to bring awareness. I showed two sides 
clearly and am allowing the audience to decide what the takeaway is. I feel that my end goal 
was reached, and therefore I am happy with the result. 
 When I step back and analyze the story, there are flaws of course. Going into 
production, I knew that my page count was hefty. This may cause the plot to seem to move 
slow to some at times. Also, overall, I think my runtime is longer than I would like. I may have 
suffered from not wanting to cut some things from the film. While a number of viewers have 
said they love the inclusion of Dollar World and others have even mentioned that Mark is their 
favorite character, I am well aware that his thread is jarring with regards to the tone of the rest 
of the film. This did not happen on accident, however. In the writing phase, I created Mark to 
be a moment of a levity in a heavy story. The result is a character who belongs in an absurdist 
comedy in the center of a grim dramatic piece. For some who are extremely engaged in the 
drama, he will kill their trance of enjoying the drama. Also, for some, depending on who you 
see as being the protagonist, my Tom Hickman campaign scene may drag on too long. 
 While on the topic of the protagonist, I have struggled to identify the protagonist 
myself. This may cause the audience to be confused with who they need to follow. When it was 
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still in the script phase being presented to the thesis writing class, my fellow classmates never 
seemed to agree on which character was driving the story. When I was writing the script, it was 
my belief that Tom Hickman was the protagonist. He had the most neutral side in the incident 
that transpires, yet he is the character who carries the arc. Two of my committee members felt 
that Isaac is the hero because it is his day that we really seem to follow from beginning to end, 
and he is the one who we are supposed to care about the most as an audience. Though both 
my professors and I agree that the police officer Hunter Callahan is not the protagonist, when it 
was still just a script, many of my classmates felt he was the protagonist. Fortunately, I think the 
story is relatively easy to follow even if you do not have a firm grasp of who the protagonist is, 
but it goes against much of what I learned in film school to not have a firm protagonist. 
 After the issue of the protagonist, another potential issue is goal. The person who I see 
as the protagonist has a goal. Tom’s goal is to win the election, but whenever I watch my film 
this does not seem good enough. I feel like the election is more of a Macguffin than it is a goal 
for Hickman. If I rule out the election as a goal, I am left with the question of what any of my 
characters’ goals may be. Sadly, this is a question I cannot answer. I do not know what Isaac’s 
goal is. He seems to have no real motive in leaving home besides that Jamal is pushing him too. 
In a sense, it reminds me of the movie Sideways when Miles is simply a passenger on someone 
else’s ride through the narrative. When Isaac leaves the house, he seems reluctant to 
participate in Jamal’s plans so it is hard to hammer down on his goal. Similarly, other than the 
survival of his first day, Hunter just seems to be on the ride of the first day. I do not feel like the 
story suffers from not having these goals, but as I watch the movie, I do not ever know where 
the story is going until it gets there. There are enough foreshadowing moments to hint at 
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where the story will end, but there is nothing really pushing us there. We are dragged behind 
the story instead of riding with it. 
 Another piece I struggled with in making my film was knowing where to start my story. 
Two of my professors, after seeing my early cuts, thought that I did not start my film in the right 
spot. One professor felt the story should start when my police officer was first introduced, and 
another professor felt that the story should start with Isaac and Abraham. Looking back, I still 
do not think I could have started the story with any other thread than the campaign to allow for 
the background to be laid. 
 In my introduction, I talk about my own inner struggle having a firm grasp of both the 
white view of things and the black view of things. Sometimes I find it hard to see both sides, 
and it can be even harder to champion both sides. I think the way I keep the lines blurred very 
much represents who I am and where I stand. 
 I had not discussed it as much in other sections, but this film was largely funded from 
my own pockets. What did not come from me came from a large loan from my dad. When 
working on Heritage, I discovered how difficult crowd funding can truly be. I waited a long time 
for people to donate and ultimately felt like a lot of time was wasted in searching. This time 
around, I saved my own checks from work for a long time until I felt I had enough to make my 
film a reality. Next time around, I will have to be more creative in ways to raise funds. 
 Issues aside, I think my film was a success. It is definitely the film I set out to make and 
even exceeded my expectations. I believe it is a great cap to my years here at the University of 
New Orleans, and it shows growth beyond measure. For someone who came to the program 
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with no film knowledge, I think my thesis film shows if not a mastery of film knowledge, at least 
an adept amount of knowledge. It also is a great stamp of who I am as a person at this very 
moment. Without being overly confident, I personally think competitively it is one of the better 
thesis films to come out of the program. I can say that with confidence whereas I questioned 
how my previous films measured up. I do not question Stay Woke. I think it is a great example 
of what I am capable of. 
 I feel that Stay Woke definitely would be targeted towards an obvious demographic. 
This demographic is the African American community. However, I feel that the drama of the 
story can cross racial boundaries as it speaks on equality. Equality is something that America 
was supposedly based upon even though we are still fighting for it. My goal is to entertain and 
grip the hearts and minds of my white counterparts in addition to just African American 
audiences.  
 The archives will not be the end of the road for Stay Woke. I see it going into as many 
festivals as I have funds to submit it to. I don’t want to blindly throw away my money, but I feel 
a couple of festivals will be enough to test the waters of whether or not I want to enter it into a 
plethora of festivals or only the ones of prestige. 
 I worked with some amazing collaborators to make this film possible both in front of 
and behind the camera. My cast was immensely talented and made my job extremely easy. I 
hope that Stay Woke can be a vehicle for them to flourish from their work on the screen. My 
crew members were invaluable, and I can see myself working with most of them in many more 
films to come down the road. 
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 This is not the end of the line for myself either. I still have a horror film to make. I am a 
horror enthusiast, and my job will not be done until I leave my mark in the horror genre as well. 
Even beyond that, I have to leave my mark on the film industry as a whole. I have a short and a 
music video both on the topic of police brutality lined up for the next few months, and in April 
2018, I will be shooting a police drama pilot. Before the summer time, I will finally make my 
horror film. My script is ready. I just hope the world is. You have not heard the last of Langston 
Anthony Williams. 
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Appendix B: Crew List 
 
 
Director: Langston Williams
Producer: Rashada Fortier CoProducer: Cypriene Oliver
PRODUCTION
1 Director Langston Williams lawill11@uno.edu (225) 937-3957
2 Producer Rashada Fortier rashada.fortier@gmail.com (832) 647-5758
3 Co-Producer Cypriene Oliver cjoliver@uno.edu (504) 451-4858
4 1st AD Andre Herrera directordre@gmail.com (626) 695-4492
5 2nd AD Emmett Crockett ejcrockett3@gmail.com (601) 918-1528
7 Script Supervisor Brianna McManus bmcmanu1@uno.edu (504) 435-7109
8 Script Supervisor Jillian Jacob j_jacob@bellsouth.net (205) 568-9798
9 Set P.A. Justin Faxon justinfaxon@gmail.com (985) 246-0986
10 Set P.A. Peter Hoffpauir pdhoffpower@yahoo.com (504) 346-1902
11 Set P.A. Oswaldo Posas posas455@gmail.com (504) 231-1381
12 Set P.A. Dustin Foret dforet@uno.edu (504) 975-8406
13 Set P.A. Jordan Joseph jordancjoseph@yahoo.com (214) 842-9109
14 Set P.A. Caleb Moses calebmz28@gmail.com (225) 571-5169
CAMERA
16 Director of Photography Trenton Mynatt trentonmynatt@hotmail.com (870) 291-0182
Camera Operator
17 1st AC Joey Harmon ace70131@yahoo.com (504) 508-0751
18 2nd AC, DIT Mary-McDade Casteel marym.casteel@gmail.com (870) 530-1876
19 Camera Utility Christian Breaux christianbreaux1@gmail.com (256) 405-8018
20 Camera PA Kevon Fields kcfields@uno.edu (985) 215-1778
SOUND
21 Sound Mixer Matthew Shilling morejazz@gmail.com (504) 302-8030
22 Boom Operator Kevin Burgess klburges@uno.edu (337) 718-3568
23 Boom Operator Emily Poulliard epoullia@uno.edu (985) 237--8431
24 Sound Utility Sam Miller smiller6@uno.edu (337) 256-7024
GRIP AND ELECTRIC
25 Gaffer Nick Manning namannin@uno.edu (985) 773-8609
26 Key Grip Chase Rubin chasecollinsrubin@gmail.com (631) 617-0427
27 Best Boy Callahan Wigley cwigley@uno.edu (256) 405-8018
28 Grip Jonah Carmena jcarmena@uno.edu (225) 252-9120
29 Grip Peyton Tirey ptirey@uno.edu (251) 593-6334
30 Grip Jordan Landry jlandry5@uno.edu (504) 442-2624
31 Grip Connor Redmond connorjr92@gmail.com (504) 345-3822
32 Grip Paul Punzo paulstephenpunzo@yahoo.com (303) 506-0277
33 Grip Truck Driver Christian Chesnut cpchesnu@uno.edu (504) 231-7245
ART
34 Production Designer Kendall Lewis klewis4@uno.edu (504) 300-5592
35 Art Director Nicole Jennings ncjennin@uno.edu (240) 705-1690
36 Set Decorator Javanti Coleman jcole.artistic@gmail.com (504) 201-7498
37 Art Assistant Jillian Jacob j_jacob@bellsouth.net (205) 568-9798
38 Art Assistant Ashley Larsen alarsen@uno.edu (504) 762-1888
39 Art Assistant Danyele Landry alandry7463@yahoo.com (225) 421-6789
40 Art Assistant Joshua Clegg jaclegger@gmail.com (601) 826-7606
STAY WOKE
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COSTUMES
41 Costume Designer Kayla Fletcher kafletch@uno.edu (504) 919-6408
42 Wardrober Christian Bell kiddako89@gmail.com (985) 774-9335
43 Wardrober Veronica Lowe vlowe@uno.edu (504) 616-7452
44 Wardrober Chloe Williams cmwill15@uno.edu (985) 327-9275
PROPS
45 Property Master Summer Pierce snpierce@uno.edu (804) 839-7945
46 Property Assistant Logan Mock lmock@uno.edu (318) 237-6200
47 Property Assistant William Humphreys whumph225@gmail.com (225) 268-9288
HAIR & MAKEUP
48 Make-Up Artist Lindsey Pellete lindseypellette@gmail.com (225) 938-0482
49 Assistant Make-Up Artist Cali Wilson caliwilsonmua@gmail.com (225) 317-0523
CRAFT SERVICE & OTHER
50 Catering Sidney Reed mr.reed07@gmail.com (504) 758-9884
51 Craft Services Todd Taylor ttaylor271@cox.net (504) 710-5952
52 Still Photographer James Williams jdwillia93@gmail.com (985) 768-9750
53 Still Photographer 2 Peter Hoffpauir pdhoffpower@yahoo.com (504) 346-1902
54 Stunt Coordinator Mike Yahn yahn.mike@gmail.com 646-468-9774
55 Locations Manager Kevin Korson kkorson@uno.edu (504) 428-9500
Casting Director Cypriene Oliver cjoliver@uno.edu (504) 451-4858
Assistant Casting Director Destinie Hammond deskrham@gmail.com (504) 762-3336
Casting Assistant Trina Lafargue trina.lafargue@yahoo.com (504) 258-8607
Casting Assistant Max Fisk maxfisk@yahoo.com (504) 220-7116
Casting Assistant Rondolyn Bryant rdbryant@uno.edu (225) 771-9631
Casting Assistant Dana Johnson
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Appendix D: Budget 
Acct# Category Description Initial
| 
  Final Diff. 
11-00 STORY / RIGHTS & WRITING 0  0 0 
13-00 PRODUCER AND STAFF 0 0 0 
14-00 DIRECTOR AND STAFF 0 0 0 
16-00 CAST (KRISTIN DANIEL TRAVEL REIMBURSEMENT) 0  40 0 
 TOTAL ABOVE-THE-LINE 0 40 -40 
20-00 EXTRAS & STAND-INS 0  0 0 
21-00 PRODUCTION STAFF (1ST AD – ANDRE HERRERA) 500 500 0 
22-00 PRODUCTION DESIGN  200  180  +20 
23-00 SET DECORATION (CAMPAIGN MATERIALS) 500 300 +200 
24-00 PROPS 100 50  +50 
25-00 SET OPERATIONS (BATTERIES, CLOTHESPINS) 70  70 0 
26-00 DIRECTOR OF PHOTOGRAPHY (TRENTON MYNATT) 1000 1000  0 
27-00 LIGHTING, CAMERA, & VIDEO (RED MAG, CAR RIG, SLIDER) 765  615  +150 
28-00 PRODUCTION SOUND (SOUND MIXER, EXTRA LAVS, WALKIES) 600  675  -75 
30-00 WARDROBE 250  80  +170 
31-00 MAKEUP & HAIR (MUA – LINDSEY PELLETTE) 500 600 -100 
32-00 STUNT COORDINATOR (MIKE YAHN) 300 300  0 
33-00 CRAFT SERVICES (TODD TAYLOR) 750 1500 -750 
34-00 CATERING (SIDNEY REED) 1000 1200 -200 
35-00 TRANSPORTATION 0 0  
36-00 LOCATIONS & FACILITIES (DOLLAR WORLD, LIBERTY TAX) 750 600 +150 
 TOTAL PRODUCTION 6,385 7,670 -1,285 
45-00 EDITORIAL (HARD DRIVES) 600 540  +60 
46-00 MUSIC & POST PRODUCTION SOUND (FILE RETRIEVAL IN FINAL) 2350  3850  -1500 
53-00 STOCK FOOTAGE 0 0 0 
 TOTAL POST PRODUCTION 2,950  4,390 -1,440 
67-00 PRODUCTION INSURANCE 0  0  0 
70-00 GENERAL EXPENSES (GRIP TRUCK) 500  500  0 
 TOTAL OTHER 500 500 0 
 Total Above-The-Line 0 40 -40 
 Total Below-The-Line 9,335 12,060 -2,725 
 Total Above and Below-The-Line 9,335 12,100 -2,765 
 Grand Total 9,835 12,600 -2,765 
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Appendix E: Releases, Contracts, and Agreements 
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Location Contracts 
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Cast Releases 
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Appendix F: DVD Information 
 
 
The DVD copy of the thesis film Stay Woke is located in the Earl K. Long Library. 
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Vita 
 Langston A. Williams is a filmmaker that studied at the University of New Orleans. He is 
originally from Gulfport, Mississippi. For undergrad, he received a dual degree in Theatre Arts 
and Mass Communications with a focus in Broadcast from Southern University and A & M 
College in Baton Rouge, Louisiana, and he minored in Speech Communications through 
Louisiana State University in Baton Rouge, Louisiana. 
Now a resident of New Orleans, Louisiana, Langston Williams makes films and writes 
screenplays that address social issues of relevance in the community. However, horror is his 
favorite genre and he hopes to have some of his horror pieces exhibited for the public! He 
draws inspiration from the works of Spike Lee, Ryan Coogler, James Wan, and Edgar Wright.  
Stay Woke may be his last collegiate film of five, but he intends on pursuing a long 
career in filmmaking. 
